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For the past few months, we have witnessed history happening right before our very eyes.

We got to see how vulnerable we could be as creations, a generation, and individuals. For

many people, all there is to ask is probably, “What more can be worse than this fate?”

But I know you are di�erent. That is perhaps why you are reading this in the �rst place— so

you can use the current problem to thrive and still earn your keep despite the

circumstances. And so you could gain bits of wisdom every step of the way.

Introduction

“It’s �ne to do what you want
to do, but sooner or later you

have to do what you were
meant to do” 

From “The Rookie”



There is one thing you may have overlooked, though. Something you will only appreciate if

you have truly valued your own process.

It’s this: no matter how awful things have turned out for you this year, there could still be

actual individuals whom, if we compare our struggle with, our own process had still been

gentle and gradual. That may seem hard to believe, but there are actually people whose

home did not merely serve as a place of protection but also as a place of total isolation.

Let me tell you a little story. BIG BROTHER CANADA PREMIERED WITH ITS NEW SEASON

before COVID-19 became a global pandemic (i.e., a serious global threat). As you probably

already know, Big Brother is a T.V reality show that puts together people of di�erent

backgrounds to live in the same house and get isolated from the outside world for months.


